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This is an interview conducted on Saturday. June 11 . 2005. with Professor Heinz Zemanek ofthe 

Technical University in Vienna. The interviewer is Phil Davis. 

DAVIS 

I am just a few years younger than you are and I know how World War II influenced my 

education and later career. I wonder if you could say a few words about the same thing for you. 

how the war influenced your later life. 

ZEMANEK 

I had hlUldreds of protecting angels, and they looked also that I could also profit from the war. 

The first positive event was I got pennission to go to my French friends in the year '39. just 

before the war broke out. Had I been in Vienna they would have picked me for the very first 

attempts to get the people together since I was not here when I came they said it's okay, you were 

away with uur pel1nission. you can continue to study. And that made it pussible that I went intu 

the one year of the history of this wliversity where they had tri-mesters instead of semesters and 

su I could make alllhe secund part of my studies in one year. On Wednesday. in early Octuber 

1940, I finished my last laboratory exercise here and on Friday I had my belongings in a little 

package and went to the barracks to become a telecommlUlications soldier. 

DAVIS 

Yuu studied dectlical engineering as a student? 

ZEMANEK 

Telecommunications, right. So I went to the barracks and again I was lucky because that was the 

period where I was neither sent neither to Poland nor to France or Russia, I was sent to Greece. 

At the beginning, I was with truups in Rumania. and I was in Bulgaria, but must uf my military 
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st:lvict: I did ill Salonika. In Salonika, I bt:came a kachn ill the tdt:coIIlInlinications school of the 

Gennan Anny. My rank was not even Obergefreiter at the time; I was a nonnal soldier. 

DAVIS 

Private? 

ZEMANEK 

Private, you would say, yes. I had in my description, "typical VierUlese" therefore I was not able 

to become Unteroffizier, and the guy who wrote that did not realize how thankful I was for that 

description. Anyway, that was a very fme time not only to learn the practical side, and some 

theoretical aspt:cts. You said you wne not intereskd in fOililulas. 

DAVIS 

No, not fonnulas but theories, and so on. 

ZEMANEK 

Even counting has certain funny aspects. 

DAVIS 

COW1ting? 

ZEMANEK 

Have you ever realized mal the second decimal of cOW1ting contains only one Ulunber with a two 

at the begilllling, namely, eleven to twenty, and that has a practical side, if you have to plug in 

telephone customers where nW11ber one has those with zero, number two has those with one, 

Illunber thret: has thost: with two, so thnt: is a shift, and to bt: cardul with cUlUltin g is somdhing 
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you can ust: all yom litt:. In particular if you ust: wutiIlt:S and you nwnbcr tht:Ill you nt:vt:r an:: 

sure did they start with zero or one. Is zero a number or not? 

DAVIS 

I have been writing somethiIlg about how COlUlting is inlpossible, and I'm thinkiIlg about the 

dt:ctions in tilt: Unitt:d Statt:s wht:rt: to COWlt largt: nWllbt:rs is rt:ally a probkm. 

ZEMANEK 

It is really a problem. On the other end, on the primitive end, you also get away without COlUltiIlg 

because you never count how many legs a cow has. 

DAVIS 

You don' t havt: to count -

ZEMANEK 

You look, you st:t:. 

DAVIS 

That's right. 

ZEMANEK 

And looking is better than counting. 

DAVIS 

You can look accurately only up to about six or seven, and so forth, and then? -
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ZEMANEK 

Well, my limit is five. 

A children' s game. how many pigeons are on your root you know. 

DAVIS 

Yeah. Anyway, contillut: with your story. 

ZEMANEK 

That meant that I could make preparations for completing my studies, and indeed that' s a 

complicated story, set of stories, how I managed to get out of the Anny and to be called into radar 

dt:Ve!opIlH:nt of the Gcrmany Air Foret:. 

DAVIS 

What year was that roughly? 

ZEMANEK 

That I can you tell precisely, again in October, but this time ' 43. 

Much too late of course, which I knew very well, and I knew it better the more I saw what was 

going on. But for me it was ideal. I made all my examinations, and I started my diploma work. 

For that plllpuse I had to be lllovt:d arUlOld. I was tor a short tunt: ill Berlin, and then in UiIll, in 

southem Gennany. I had a relatively short connection with the Technical University of Stuttgart. 

There. wider the supervision of Professor [Richard] F eldtkeller. a famous name al the lime. I 

produced my diploma work. But I submitted it to the University ofVietma because I did not trust 

the Gennan universities at Ihat stage oflhe war. 
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DAVIS 

Was Feldtkeller very influential in your career? 

ZEMANEK 

Not in my career-

DAVIS 

No I meant, excuse me, in your studies. 

ZEMANEK 

At tht: time, he was the expm OIl filters; he was the Gel111all "filtt'T man". But the filtt'T peuplt:: ill 

GenllallY made the mistake of not moving to modem mathematics, but that' s another story. 

DAVIS 

That's very interesting. When you said modem mathematics what aspect did they not go into? 

ZEMANEK 

They had one guy. in Berlin, [most likely a refen::nce to Wilhelm Caut:r] I ,2], who made up a 

fonnula by means of the Chebyshev approximation where the results tells you the structure oflhe 

circle. While these people stayed with the old method, the low-pass filter is a coil, the condenser 

ill the cure, etc. 

DAVIS 

Chebyshev approximation gives you equal- up and down. 

I W. Cauer, Siebshaltungen. VDI-Verlag, Berl in, 1931 
2 E. Cauer, W. Mathis, and R. Pauli, The Life and Work of Wilhelm Cauer (1900-1945), Proceedings of 
MTNS, Perpignan, France, JlUle 19-23, 2000. 
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ZEMANEK 

And it gives you a complex fomlUla, and the tonnula tells you how to design the filter. In other 

words, you could produce the filter automatically. They had no computers at the time, but, if they 

had, they could have produced filters and even ship them fully automatically, which you cannot 

do by the trial and t:lTOT method using Fddtkdkr's approximation. This approach was used after 

the war. The whole of Gennall circuit theory did not go fast enough. 

DAVIS 

I think the expression in English is hit or miss, just trial and error. Trial and error, was this 

Fddtkellcr's approach? 

ZEMANEK 

That was. You had corresponding American people who did the same. Of course, you had 

Gennan mathematics, but the connection to practical design was not strong enough. 

DAVIS 

What was the title of your thesis? 

ZEMANEK 

"Production of a Micro-second" is tht: shOit vcrsion. And how did I do it? I took a si.:m:: wavt:: 

over -amplified it, so that I got a square wave, differentiated it, and then I had pulses. 

DAVIS 

Since you were originally in telecommunications and ultinmtely moved into computers, when did 

this changt:: occur, and why did it occur in your cart::t:r? 
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ZEMANEK 

When I n:tumed from Gmnany. I did so a little later because I had iutonnalion that the Russians 

had taken away, from Vienna to Moscow, people, not absolutely with their free will, who knew 

much less than I knew. I said I will not return to Vienna until these people are back, and that was 

February 1946. 

DAVIS 

These people were essentially kidnapped by the Russians, or compelled to go to Moscow? 

ZEMANEK 

To work in Russia-

Do you know what is "beite Deutsche"? 

DAVIS 

No. 

Were there any particular people at that time that influenced you to go into computers? 

ZEMANEK 

No. 

DAVIS 

This was on your own? 

ZEMANEK 
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Yuu set:, wt: wt:rt: a set uf assistant pruti::ssurs at that time and tht: situatiun was such that tht: war 

had interrupted general development. America had not been hindered in development. So the 

Gmmm literature explained a nwnber of things that had nut happened over here. So we had a 

large spectrwn of things to tryout and to recover what was lost. The computer finally won out, 

and this could not necessarily be seen at the beginning. 

DAVIS 

When I think uf" the individuals and personalities in America that were in the early stages uf" 

computer development, of course, I think ifVannevar Bush, and then I think of Howard Aiken 

and [John] Mauchly and Jolm Von Newnann, and so on. Can you think of some more names of 

the American cUlliputn people that I missed? Was SaJII Alexandn uue uftht:lIl, wuuld yuu say? 

ZEMANEK 

He was important for the development of computers in The National Bureau of Standards -

DAVIS 

That's true, that 's where I was. 

ZEMANEK 

He was one of a large spectrum [of individuals]. The point where I first came in, very naturally, 

was with Aikt:Il, because he urganizt:d meetings, and I managed tu be invitt:d aJld tu get the 

money to come. That' s another complicated story; I had no money at that time. 

DAVIS 
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That intt::rests me as a matter uffact because, althuugh I didn' t know Aiken, I was a graduatt:: 

student in the building next to his computation laboratory. There were a lot of stories. What was 

his personality? 

ZEMANEK 

Aiken? 

DAVIS 

Yes, Aiken. 

ZEMANEK 

First, he went his own particular way. Secondly, he was much more of an architect than a 

builder. In other words, he did not care in which technology to proceed, but he cared to proceed. 

And that explains why he built three computers with relays lHarvard Mark I, II, IIIj. 

DAVIS 

These were relay computers? 

ZEMANEK 

Relays, yes. And only later he switched over to tubes. 

DAVIS 

I have an opinion, personal opinion, of Von Neumann and I wonder whether you agree or 

disagree. I think that his importance in the development of computers is overrated. 

ZEMANEK 
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Nu, I wuuld nut agret: with yuu. 

DAVIS 

Not agree? 

ZEMANEK 

You cannot overrate him; however, you have to distinguish what you are talking about. You see, 

mathematicians did not have a high opinion about munerical calculations -

DAVIS 

In thust: days that' s CUlTt:ct. 

ZEMANEK 

That's something which the house master does; it was necessary to have Jolm von Neumann 

make mathematicians understand that there was a scientific revolution and not simply one in 

tedmulugy ufmunerical calculatiuns, that' s Illllnber Ullt:. NllIllbn twu, he, likt: Aikt:n, was an 

architect, but moreover he understood that an architect at that point in tinle had to spread 

knowledge. And that explains why he wrote two, you would say today, cumputer architectures, 

after which full sets of computers, not only in the States, were built. 

DAVIS 

These are called von Neumann architectures, that' s what they call thenl. 

ZEMANEK 

The von Neumann architecture, God has invented. That in essence is trivial, that is the point. In 

this sense, 
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von Neumann is uvelTatt:d, yes. SumdiIlles hllerieans claim, if there is a genius, he has iIlvented 

everything, which is certainly not applicable to Jolm von Nemuann. 

DAVIS 

I think this is what I was referring to, this tendency to overload everything on hiIu. I remember 

there was all Intematiollai Congress ufMathematiciaIIS in Cambridge, iII 1950. It was the first 

intemational congress after the war, and I had just gotten my degree. Von NelUUatlll gave a talk 

and it was full of the nmuber oftubes and lhe nwnber of brain cells in lhe head, atld so on, and so 

on, that kind of thing. In the business of assigning credit to a development that is as complicated 

as the current computer, how do you assign credit to individuals? Many of them are brilliant 

iIldividuals and their naIlles aI'e not known to the public. 

ZEMANEK 

Oh, computer history, of course, it is rich in detail. You just referred to the year 1950. If you 

check the literature of the time. you will fmd that one of the big subjects was "Can machines 

think?" 

DAVIS 

Absolutely, yes. 

ZEMANEK 

I can give you [the names ot] a number people, at least ten important people, who wrote about the 

subject at that time. Jolm von Nemuann, as you know, worked in thai direction. Only he couldn' t 

fini sh. You know the story about this set oflectures he intended to give which he couldn't give 

because his disease had already caught him. 
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DAVIS 

No, I don't know that story. I know about the disease, I think he died in '56, '55 or '56~. 

ZEMANEK 

He had an invitation to give a series oflectures. He reduced them to one, and [malty he couldn' t 

givt: it. Ht: wwtt:: tilt: manuscript, but it CaIIlt: out aftcr his death, and it is Illy collviction that ht: 

would not have agreed to the publication because it has a misleading title. 

DAVIS 

What was the title, do you remember? 

ZEMANEK 

"The Computer and the Brain"4. 

DAVIS 

Oh, "The Computer and the Brain" . 

ZEMANEK 

He doesn't talk about the brain. He only talks about the computer, or he talks about the brain as 

seen as a computer, which is not the full story. 

DAVIS 

Well you know there's still discussion on this question. Is the computer a brain? 

3 John von Neumann died on February 8, 1947 
4 John von Neumann, The Computer and the Brain. (New HavenILondon: Yale University Press, 1958.) 
This is a published version of the Silliman lectures at Yale which he intended to deliver in 1956. 
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ZEMANEK 

It is not-

DAVIS 

And does the computer think, and the people that get involved in this [question] include 

technologists, aJ.1itkial i:ntdligem.:e peuplt:, philusopht:rs of science, and so OIl. There is OIlt: 

artificial intelligence man at MIT; his name escapes me at the moment -

ZEMANEK 

Are you speaking of Minsky? 

DAVIS 

Yes, Minsky. Marvin Minsky said that people are meal machines, that was his exprt:ssioll. meal 

machines. 

ZEMANEK 

Yes, that is simply wrong. 

DAVIS 

Can you say just a little more about the machines thinking and so on? 

ZEMANEK 

That is of course a malter of definition. If you restrict the notion of thinking to what the machine 

does, the sentence becomes right. But, we think now for some ten thousand or more years, and to 

come in and to say ah you have to restrict that to the machine 's [capabilities} that is not correct, in 
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view of history tirst of all. Secondly, Mr. Minsky canIlot explain the phenomenon of mind. A 

machine has no mind. 

DAVIS 

What is mind? 

ZEMANEK 

You don' t know? You know better. You know what mind is before you start your studies. 

Therefore you should not ask afterwards. This is a similar to asking what is time. Don't ask for 

the nature of elementary notions or you're into philosophy and then things change totally. 

DAVIS 

You know there' s ajoke that comes from Bertrand Russell. It makes sense, I think, only in the 

English language but maybe it could be translated into Gennan. The joke was that the 

philosopher, when he was a student, asked the question "What is mind" and the answer was 

''Never matter", and "What is matter", "Never mind". Do you know that joke? 

ZEMANEK 

NO, no. 

DAVIS 

Well as I say I didn't know ifit translates. 

ZEMANEK 

No, it does not translate. 
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DAVIS 

It doesn' t translate, because there ' s a pun in the thing. 

ZEMANEK 

Don' t mind. 

It has no good b-aIlSiatioIl. 

DAVIS 

But going a little bit, maybe going back to ' 35 or '36, I am reminded of lAlanJ Turing. Now how 

influential was Turing in the computer business? I think that his reputation is also overrated in 

America. 

ZEMANEK 

Americans have the tendency of concentrating a full field on one persoll. That is the constant 

tendency Americans apply because it's clear. They are not used to complicated patterns like 

Europe. America is a nation that has few m::ighburs. 

DAVIS 

Well, that is tnlt:: , Arnericans UV t'T simpJity, and they reduce things. 

ZEMANEK 

Let me talk to the question of Turing. Turing has done a lot for computing, first of all with the 

deciphering machine, Colossus. 

DAVIS 

Yeah. well this was dwing the war. 
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ZEMANEK 

It was during the war, and it was not a real computer. It did not calculate. Look at the structure 

and you will fmd out. If you want to look into this you'd bener talk with Brian Randall s. He was 

shown the full material even that which is not pennitted to be published. He could teU you a lot. 

Wdl, again, this is a tim: structun: about which om:: call discuss. We m::t:d Hut discliss it. 

DAVIS 

No, I don 't want to go into the structure of the cryptography. 

ZEMANEK 

The next is his GOdel paper, which he gave the wrong title, intelligent machines or S0 6, I don' t 

like:: to qUOIt:: because I have a bad memory for that The fact is, if you read the paper, you will 

find that "intelligence" appears in the title and nowhere in the text. Secondly, his introduction is 

absolutely the contrary for a man who is a logician, because he said scientific defmitions can be 

made by democratic election, so to say, by voting. 

DAVIS 

By votes -

ZEMANEK 

By votes. If you take the whole population, they will vote that a whale is a fish -

S Brian Randall, "Of Men and Machines", pp. 141-149 in B. Jack Copeland editor, Colossus: n'e Secrets of 
Bletchley Park's Codebreaking Compllters, Oxford University Press, 2006 
6 Alan Turing, "Computing Machinery and Intelligence", Mind, vol. LIX, no. 236, October 1950, pp. 433-
460. 
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DAVIS 

A whale is not a fi sh -

ZEMANKEK 

It is not a fish. So whatever some people think, they would likely be wrong if they made the 

dt:cisioll by vok:. HI:: lllVt:Ilts this galllt: where a hlUllaIl being is sitting and there is a switch and 

the human being has to decide whether there is a computer or a hllluan being -

DAVIS 

This is caUed the Turing test -

ZEMANEK 

The Turing test, yes. And what he concludes from tht: fact lIlal one cannot distinguish bdween 

answers that they are equal. At once, you can convince youfselfit is logically pure nonsense. 

DAVIS 

Oh, the philosophers have agreed with you on this. 

ZEMANEK 

Maybe I mix two papers. Let me see there is one paper by Tming on the decision problem 7 and 

there's tht: other Ollt: 011 tht: prublt::m call machi.:m::s think. And you know thust: four vuhunt:s 

about mathematics8? 

7 Alan Turing, On computable numbers, with an application to the Enrscheidungsproblem, Proceedings of 
the London Mathematical Society, Series 2, 42 (1936), pp 230-265. 
S Collected Works of A. M Turing: Mechanical Intelligence, MOIphogellesis, Pure Mathematics, North 
Holland (Amsterdam, London), volwnes 1-3 , 1992; vol 4, 2001. 
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DAVIS 

Which ones? I know offour volumes in Russian. You're thinking of an English language 

volume? 

ZEMANEK 

An Ainericall vohum:, it was prilltt:d OIl 5th AVl:llue. What's the big buukshop ill New York? 

DAVIS 

MacMillan? Do you mean a scientific publisher? 

ZEMANEK 

It was a collection of papers. In the last vahune, Turing's paper appears under the title of "Call 

Machint::s Think", and that is to be separated from his GMd paper. where he shows 

nondecidability. 

DAVIS 

Yes, that's a totally different issue. 

ZEMANEK 

Only what people call a Turing machine is not a computing machine it's a proof machine, and 

these are two very ditlt:rent things. 

DAVIS 

Well I think this confusion still persists. Let me change the subject a little bit and get a little more 

personal. In computer development, what do you consider your significant accomplishments? 
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ZEMANEK 

That I got a computer going in Vietma at this time at all. 

DAVIS 

What year was this? 

ZEMANEK 

I started with considerations in '54. and it ran in ' 58 . The real construction time was '56 10 ' 58. 

First, I did a small relay model, but it was clear to me that a relay machine was not what I was 

interested in, simply because at that time it was already obsolete. With tubes you canHot start in a 

pour lucationlike Vit:IlIla laftcr the waJ.-J, you can get tubt:s, but it was mm:h Illort:: difficult, you 

get a lot of energy in and you have to get it out again because it was transfOimed into heat. I knew 

about the probk ms in other countries. mainly in Gennany. I saw a lot. and that was not the way to 

go. So I needed transistors, I had to fInd out who can give me transistors for nothing, that was 

problem nwnber two. I found Phillips to give them to me. But they said I can only get hearing·aid 

transistors. The fast ones we still had to buy ow-selves. And therefore I callle to a conference ill 

Danllstadt fifty years ago and said I will build a transistorized computer in Vienna. Since I have, 

however, only hearing·aid transistors. it will .1101 be very fast. a whirlwind will not be possible. 

But it will be sufficient for the Viennese "Mailtifterl"lthe first fully transistorized computer in 

Continental Europe]. I realized that I had to be slow, but we developed methods so that we were 

nut so slow, and the transistors were tinally better than we thought. We had a ten hWlCired thirty 

three kilo cycles switching speed, and that was not bad. 

DAVIS 

In order to build a computer you have assemble a team of people. 
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ZEMANEK 

That was the smaller problem because I had all the students at hand and I could give out diploma 

work to those who I suspected could be a member of the team and that was, in fact . lIle way I 

organized the team. Only you cannot develop a computer with diploma work only, it is a full 

business to develop a computer so I needed some money to get it done over time. 

DAVIS 

So it was successfullhough. 

ZEMANEK 

I gut it light. 

DAVIS 

Did the computer that yOlI make have a name? 

ZEMANEK 

Maililfterl. 

DAVIS 

Oh yes, yes, you told me, right. 

ZEMANEK 

The people who doubted it wt::re absolutely wrong; the fact was lIle Amt::ricans had to k am how 

to spell the name Mailfif'terl. lLaughterJ. 

DAVIS 
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Spt:aki.llg ofIlt:ariIlg aid transistors, I think tIlt: problt:1ll ofht:aIing aids is not yt:t solvt:d propt:rly, 

and the reason I say this is that I have an older sister who has a hearing aid and it gives her much 

trouble. 

ZEMANEK 

They have now ht:ariIlg aids that distillguish bt:twt:ell noise and languagt: and so 011. But, I havt: 

another answer to yom question is the computer a brain. Where is the brain lin thisJ? In this case, 

you have the problem that the brain is not a computer and you cannot serve it with a simple 

computer input. 

DAVIS 

Speaking personally, you get an idea to do something. Have you every thought about where ideas 

come from? Do they come from experience, intuition, or what? 

ZEMANEK 

You are coming agaill to tht: salllt: point. You ask lIle what is thiIlkiIlg? Tht: point is this, tht:rt: 

are people who believe that the computer can replace the hmnan being and can become even 

stronger. They have never considered how does a program come into existence. You can write a 

computer program in logic, but you call1ot wIite a program that develops a program from the 

illogical example, from the illogic situation in which you start. And that's the true answer to your 

qut:stion. There is sOlllt:thing in om brain callt:d mind and this tinmy thing makt:s it possiblt: to 

conceive a new idea, and after a while you can sit down and write equations, or a fonnula. 

DAVIS 

So this is a mystery, mind is a mystery? 
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ZEMANEK 

Yes. And I'll tell you why. First of all you cannot really observe yourself. 

DAVIS 

There are a lot of people now who think that they're getting closer to understanding mind. I don't 

bdit:ve it-

ZEMANEK 

Getting closer is something, but it is different to arrive. 

DAVIS 

Well that's true. Let me change the subject again. 

ZEMANEK 

No, let me make one more one more remark to this. Who can be strre if the hwnan being, if the 

hlUllan brain is enough to understand tilt:: hlUllan brain? 

DAVIS 

Well is this is a question ofself-referellce, and so on? 

ZEMANEK 

Not only that, because in this case what comes in is the number of building elements, it's ten to 

the tenth. no. 

DAVIS 

T t::II to tilt: tenth, yt:s. 
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ZEMANEK 

And you know thai the single unit is nol the bit, tirst of all the brain is not a digital device. You 

know the paper by McCulloch and Pitts9
. I have discussed it more than once. 

DAVIS 

Did you know Pitts? 

ZEMANEK 

No. 

DAVIS 

He was a strange pt::rson. 

ZEMANEK 

I can imagi.:m::. 

DAVIS 

Yes, a very strange person. I met him once, McCulloch I didn't lmeetj. 

ZEMANEK 

GOdel was also a strange person. I met him once; it was the hardest hour of my life. 

[Laughter] . 

9 McCulloch, W. and Pitts, W. (1 943), A logical calculus of the ideas immanent in nervous activity. 
Bulletin of Mathematical Biophysics , 7;115 - 133. 
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DAVIS 

I never met GOdel, I heard him give a lecture and I dido't lmderstand a word. And the lecture was 

in English too. 

ZEMANEK 

Yes. 111at happened to lilt: with Planck and Lauer. 

DAVIS 

You heard Max Planck? 

ZEMANEK 

Yes, and understood every word. Then I heard Lauer and understood not a single word. 

Let us come back only 10 this paper [by McCulloch and Pins} and then I stop my comments. This 

paper needs improvement. Since the brain has no rhythms, yOlI must derme what is the moment at 

which a connection is made. And you get three inequalities. They tell you when it is too early; 

from then to then can colltributt:: and after tht:Il it's too taft::. And if you add thost: im::qualities to 

the paper of McCulloch and Pitts, you cannot make any sense of that paper. 

DAVIS 

McCulloch and Pitts were assembled into a group by Norbert Weiner. Now actually I was a 

studt:llt in Ollt: wurst: ofWdncr' s. Ht: was anotht:r charactt:r, obviously a vt:ry brilliant mall. 

Now someone recently, perhaps ten years ago, wrote a book comparing von NelUllaIlll and 

Wt:iner and making the equation that Weiner was analog and Von Neumarm was digital, and the 

digital won over the analog. And now I read somewhere that the analog is coming back in certain 

cases. Can you comment on this conflict between the two? 
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ZEMANEK 

I don't agree with what you just said, from the point oftrllth and so 011. Because ifyoll think you 

don't think digitally what are concepts. you process concepts. you have ideas thai far away from 

what is it called *** logic. 

DAVIS 

Oh, Lero-one logic, outside of that. 

ZEMANEK 

And additionally, you never must forget that, yes, no logics requires points of time in which to 

work. You have iIi betwt:t:1l in the real world transitions and in tht: tUlle of the transitioIl you do 

not look at the logic. Okay, but these are all long lectures which we cannot prove on the paper; 

tht:rt: is no qut:stion that you tind in Norbert Weiner' s book, Cybemetics. chapters on the digital 

computer, only with Norbert Weiner's description you couldn't build one. I doubt they were 

assembled by Norbert Weiner. You over estimate his ability to organize. 

DAVIS 

Well he had great trouble with these people, as a matter of fact. 

ZEMANEK 

Because he is not organized -

DAVIS 

With McCulluch-

ZEMANEK 
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McCulloch was in miscry also -

DAVIS 

And then Pitts disappeared from the scene -

ZEMANEK 

I didn't know about that-

DAVIS 

He was self-educated, Pitts was a self-educated yOlmg genius, and so on-

ZEMANEK 

A fonnal education produces fewer fools. 

DAVIS 

Produces fewer fools? 

ZEMANEK 

Fools in tht: st:IlSe of not knuwing, tht: wliversity product:s a lot, that's another point. 

DAVIS 

Yeah, but selfinstructioll produces more. That's very interesting, I've never thought about that. 

ZEMANEK 

Okay, coming back to Norbert Weiner and John von Neumann. Norbert Weiner in many cases 

throws an idea inlo the air and Shannon graspt:d it and rnadt: somt:thing of it. That is true for 
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iIliol1llation theory and to a celtain degree you call tdl a similar story with the computer, oIlly not 

with Shannon. By the way we could talk about switching algebra, are you aware of the fact that 

the Japanese were first? 

DAVIS 

No. 

ZEMANEK 

I could show you. We should have made the interview in my room. I have a vohune, in English 

translation of course, all Japanese papers that go back before Shannon's statement. In other 

words, when the Japanese moved iIltO the computing field they had their own switchiIlg algebra. 

DAVIS 

Are you referring to Shannon's work on infonnation measurement and so on? Is that the work of 

Shannon you're refening to? 

ZEMANEK 

No, Shannon wrote his first thesis was on switching algebra, that is the merdy the work ot"relay 

contacts . 

DAVIS 

I met Shannon once, he was working at Bell Labs, and I had just gotten my degree. I went for a 

job interview, and he interviewed me. I had some questions aboul what they do, and so on. And I 

think he wanted to hire me, but I was not in love with the kind of material they were doing there 

since my degree was in pure mathematics and in approximation theory. And then I got the offer 
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to The Bureau of Standards where they were devdoping in the iu.-st gt:Ileration of COlllputt:rS, 

what's the right way of doing this and what's the right way of doing that. 

ZEMANEK 

I propose not to forget that Shannon was by his whole nature an engineer, only he was a master of 

looking into the warehouse of mathematics and picking the right device. You know this stOIY of 

infonnation theory with Gabor? 

DAVIS 

No. 

ZEMANEK 

I met Gabor very early in his career when he was nol yet a full professor and worked in London. 

DAVIS 

What was his first wilne? 

ZEMANEK 

Dennis Gabor. 

DAVIS 

He worked in the University of London? 

ZEMANEK 

No, he worked at the Imperial College. 
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And you know with the hologram he made his Nobel Pri:le !o. When he stat1ed, a !ink bdore 

ShruUlon, he developed rul infonnatioll theory!! . He also went to the warehouse of mathematics, 

but he grasped the wrong item. Instead ofusillg the sin(x}/x), he grasped lmodulatioll and 

translationJ of a Gaussian. 

DAVIS 

An exponential? 

ZEMANEK 

Yes, in the problem, the difference is the following. 

The siue flUu.:tion has a true :lew every two pi, okay, that fum:tiou gets very slllall but not :lew, 

and if you add up infmitely many it is not Lero. And that was the breakdown of his theory. 

Shatmon was by his nature an engineer. If you come with the miud of a prepared pure 

mathematician you are on the wrong spot. 

DAVIS 

Well, I, from what you say, I think I was lucky not to go to tmder his direction. 

ZEMANEK 

Yes, exactly. so I would say. 

DAVIS 

!O In 1971, Dr. Dennis Gabor was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics for his disc:overy of holography in 
1947. 
11 O. Gabor, Theory of communication. J. lEE (London) , 93(III):429-457, November 1946. 
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Right, because as I say I had just been a pure mathematician, but prior to that my Army service 

was at NASA, and I was there an aerodynamicist, and that was the first time I leamed about 

munerical methods, and so on. We were still using slide rules. 

ZEMANEK 

Yeah., I can image. You know the advantage of the slide rule in comparison to the computer? 

DAVIS 

Tell me. 

ZEMANEK 

You have to think about the powers of ten-

DAVIS 

Absolutely, and it's terrible. And now the students make computations and they come up with 

ten to the sixteenth cows in Austria, things like that, they don't think. Could you say a word 

about what you think ofthe field of artificial intelligence, let's go back to the brain again. 

ZEMANEK 

You want a one sentence answer? 

DAVIS 

Why not, then you can make two sentences. 

ZEMANEK 
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One sentence is, it is either intelligent or aItitlcial, never both. 

DAVIS 

Never both. Okay now make an elaboration. 

ZEMANEK 

Here is an elaboration to that story. It goes back to the time we talked about already, arOlmd the 

50s, when the compuler came along and it was difficult to explain to people what lhe computer 

really does. Have you every met Mr. Berkeley? 

DAVIS 

EdmUlld Berkeley? No, I never met him. 

ZEMANEK 

I met him. We were even on the point that he would have given me one of his models, but then he 

died aIld it could not be realized. He wrote that book "GiaIlt Brains or Machines TIlat Think" 12. 

But his intention was not to assume that the computer really thinks, but what he wanted to show 

is that machine power t:nl t:rs a new fit:ld . Tht:n camt: all thost: papers about can machines think 

or not. McCarthy -

DAVIS 

John McCarthy? 

12 Edmund Berkeley, Giant Brains, or Machines That Think (1949), Wiley & Sons. 
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ZEMANEK 

Yes, he was at my first IFIP computer conference in '64. When McCarthy coined this sentence at 

Dartmouth College -

He should have been wiser. 

DAVIS 

Well, maybe we all should be smarter than we are, but-

What was that [sentence]? 

ZEMANEK 

Yuu set: what was meant by artificial i.lltdligem:e is quilt': c1t:ar; YOll do programs that an.:: lIot of a 

nwuericai nature. They resolve problems that you have to be intelligent to solve. That's okay . 

Now on one hand, if you use more complicated mathematics you also have 10 be inldligent. an 

lUlintelligent man cannot do more substantial mathematics. But here it was in the context quite 

clear that they went out ofnwnericalmathematics and went into a kind of problem solving. 

Another man, whom I don't have here OIl the list, is of CUUlse Popper, the philosopher. 

DAVIS 

I read Popper's stuff. 

ZEMANEK 

I have met him several times. I was at q summer school and I heard the last discussion between 

Lawrence and Popper -

DAVIS 

Carl Lawrenct::, tht:: biologist? 
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ZEMANEK 

The biologist. 

DAVIS 

Popper was fur Illany yeaJ:s ill London, but I think he was originally ii-OIl! Vit:IUla. 

ZEMANEK 

Yes, bom in Viell1la, but he was Sir Karl Popper in the United Kingdom. He created the sentence, 

"alltife is problem solving". But he ' s absolutely wrong. That is the view of a philosopher who 

specialized in problt:m solving, and who finds that whalevt:r he thinks of can be hlllled intu 

problem solving. But that 's not what you and I do. It is not what students do. It is not what a child 

does. 

DAVIS 

T1u:n::'s a tendency that if you know sOllH:thing, if you know a celtain fidd, then you set: the 

whole world in tenns of that field. This is a tenible limitation of vision, of thinking. 

ZEMANEK 

You've just given an excellent definition of artificial intelligence. You have to be very intelligent 

to wI"itt: thost:: programs but tht: program ill itsdf is not illtdligt:Ilt. 

DAVIS 

Was McCarthy the inventor of the phrase "artificial intelligence"?-

ZEMANEK 
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Yes. 

DAVIS 

Again, I wallt to change the subject. What do you see as the future and development in hardware, 

and also what are your obseIvations about the interaction between hardware and software? 

ZEMANEK 

There is an interesting poinl that I do not understand. You know that if you write software you 

write in the methodology to move hardware (Are we okay on tltis tape?) -

DAVIS 

Yes. 

ZEMANEK 

Since hardware by necessity is based on. and now I use the tenll, propositional logic -

DAVIS 

Propositional logic, yes. 

ZEMANEK 

A computer can do nothing but propositiunallogic, and yuu have to be carditl huw you b·eat 

time. There are ways of having analog time, but today we have only quantized time. You can do 

asynchronous circuitry. But, actually when you want 10 stay with real computing, you have to 

look at only distinct points, when something happens. I could go into it, but there's no need to go 

into too much detail. So now I need my thread again, yes, hardware and software -
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DAVIS 

Hardware and software, the interaction. 

ZEMANEK 

So, we have to agree that both software and hardware are based on propositional logic. We can 

t:ven bt: sun: that nothing has happt:Ilt::d because nothing is in tht:: machi.:m:: instructions. All is 

done using Lero-one connections. In principle, you could transfOim everything into four elements, 

thaI is. time. a shift of a tixed amount of time, negation. conjunction and disjlU1ction. 

DAVIS 

Timt: is tht:: clock? 

ZEMANEK 

Time is the clock. So you have a perfect order, and, indeed, the computer works so reliably and 

can do so much, and can go so fast, that you don', see anymore. The secret is this kind of safe, 

simple logic. TIlt:n: were times ill computing where multi-

DAVIS 

Multi- valued logic? 

ZEMANEK 

Yes, was lUlder obseIv ation. Have you ever looked into this? 

DAVIS 

No. 
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ZEMANEK 

It" you go only from two to three [valued] logic, you get so many basic fimctions thaI you cannot 

work with it. 

DAVIS 

Now they talk about fULLY logic. 

ZEMANEK 

That's another method, that's another topic. 

That is Illy friend Lofti Zadeh. Tht: point is there that tht: logic is not fuzzy. It's a sb-ict logic that 

you apply to fuay situations, and he clarifies how to do that. 

DAVIS 

That' s good. 

ZEMANEK 

Logic is always clear. The fwmy thing is that hardware can be made reliable. and incredibly 

reliable, but not software. How does it come that two fields afknowledge that are so similar, that 

are based on exactly the same propositional logic, behave so differently? When a computing 

program goes wrong, it's always sofiwaJ.-e. If the haldwan:: was wrong ill 99 of 100 cases, and I 

say that very roughly, it stops totally. 
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DAVIS 

That's very interesting that you make this remark, because going back to the first days of the 

digital computer wht::n they had tubes, that c::ven people like Von Newllann were talking about the 

probability ofa tube failure, and so fOlth, now we don't have this question. 

ZEMANEK 

Because they fmUld out it was not worthwhile to look on it. I can show you one afmy 

publications where I devdoped circuits with probabilities and so on. You asked about my 

diploma work, which was telegraphic by time divisions, therefore, total digitalization. Then I had 

to write a habilitation to become a docent. There I failed with my first subject because when I 

went to look into the wan.:house of mathematics I did Hut find tilt: tool I m:eded. The idea was the 

following; you have infonnation theory as Shannon conceived, that is, essentially in time. I 

wanted 10 consbuct a parallel theory in the complex frequency domain. I would have needed the 

mathematics, how are they called, something flmctiolls, a man's name, Welch fUllctions? 

DAVIS 

Walsh fimctions? 

ZEMANEK 

I didn't fmd it at the time. 

DAVIS 

Walsh flUlctions. I was a student of [Joseph L.] Walsh. as a matter of fad , and I wrote two joint 

papers with him. He did his Walsh functions in 1922, or ' 23 . 

ZEMANEK 
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I believe so. 

DAVIS 

Yeah, and then in the last years oflus life they suddenly became important. His whole life, 

professional life, was [devoted to] approxinlation theory in the complex plane. It is a very 

pan:ldoxical situation. But then veIY interesting-

ZEMANEK 

Well, in any case, I wanted to create an infOimation theory in the complex plane and I didn't find 

the tools. I was already at the end of my ten years period as an assistant. so I had to find 

sometlung else, and I did the following. You know John von Neumann' s theory about the 

nervous network where he ended up with blmdles of so and so much and those democratic 

fWlctions? I introduced feedback into this, and I could reduce the nwnber of lines from this ten to 

the fifth to one hundred, and that was a bit closer to the reality, and it was sufficient for my 

habilitation. 

DAVIS 

Okay, shall we continue, are you getting tired? 

ZEMANEK 

No, we can continue. 

DAVIS 

Let's continue for a few more nunutes. 

ZEMANEK 
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We have not finished the question of sofiwaJ."e. 

DAVIS 

It 's still working (refening to tape). The relation between software and hardware. 

ZEMANEK 

Why are there so many wrong things in software than there are in hardware? There are two kinds 

of explanations. The one is the envirorunental explanation; software is the point where you need 

to connect the idea with the real world. And the real world is not logical. If people say that this is 

the "logic", that's far away from any prepositional logic, it's often contrary to it. So you need the 

computer to bridge between the fOllllal world of computing and infol1nal reality. Yesterday, I 

made a joke, if you heard it; one should before using a computer defme a lllllnan fonnally , 

because only then you would have no problems with the bridge between the computer and the 

real world. But this is not the real explanation. It is part of the whole problem, but the real 

explanation is this, hwnan imperfection applies to software in a much different way than to 

hardware. In hardware you can afford to check the COlTectlless of the circuits because if you do it 

once for a full production line and you can be sure it's okay. I have to tell you an interesting 

[piece of] intonnation I got from my IBM friends, I canle there at the time when they first started 

designing circuitry by programs, and they fmUld always afterwards mistakes, and they had to 

correct them. The finmy thing is that the nwnber of discoveries they made went down, but they 

had not reached zero. They said ifthere are only tum we call1stillJ use it. 

DAVIS 

Well this is like trying to achieve perfection. Perfection is inherently difficult. 

ZEMANEK 
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Nu, ill principle, it worked. l Laughlt::rJ Suftwart: is uf ditlt:n:llt natLlIt:, yuu dUIl ' t cuntrul that 

much, you don' t check that much, you write it. I give the full story, I consider the reason for that 

[problem] in suftwart: is that matht:maticiarls have done it. You see a mathematician is used 10 

the fact that behind him is the big building of clear mathematics, and whatever he does somebody 

looks over his shoulder and says fme or not so. TIle moment you go outside numerical 

calculatiuns, thcre is nu une anymore to aSSLlIt: tht:m. And today huw software is urganizt:d is 

already not the way hardware is organiLed. We have accepted it; we believe in it. I would say I 

see ont: way to removt: the difficulties and that would be to slup wurldwidt: progranlming, rt:lum 

it to the lUliversities, and have one giant institution charged to develop an engineering program, 

one which is as safe as engineering. 

DAVIS 

What about the fact that a progranl, a largt: program, is madt: by many ditft:rt:nl people and tht:y 

have to do this, they have to COlmect -

ZEMANEK 

Well, I have to give you a long primitive answer, and I could say hardware is also produced by 

more than ont: man. But YO LlI qut:stiun is absulutely right, you havt: tuo many pt:ople involved 

and moreover actually you can't see everything. With hardware you don 't see anything either 

because it' s so small, but you make excellent checks and you are absolutely sme that hardware is 

okay. But a program yuu nt:ver knuw rt:ally exactly what happens in tht: cOIllputt:r because you 

don' t see it. There are so many question marks that software is not okay. 

DAVIS 
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I just want to take up two more topics and then we can bring this to a dose, because I'm SlUe 

you' re getting tired, I'm getting tired. I noticed in one of the talks that you've given in the 

"Steuertest" mention was made of Moore 's law. 

(Tapt:: SIDE B) 

ZEMANEK 

In the smallest computer chip, you need intercOllllections and you cannot afford to lose too much 

time on such an interconnection. If you go to a femtosecond, you can investigate what is the 

slllallt::st wire I can print, and the aIlswt::r is it consists of 1200 by 120 atollls, to gd saft:: 

computations. Otherwise, you are not SlUe that enough electrons pass by to properly work. So the 

femtosecond is !.he absolute end. There are physical reasons too; I've checked with physicists, 

that it is the absolute end of electronics. You need a more flexible way to become faster and 

smaller. And the first answer is not the quantum computer. the first answer is light. Moreover. 

we have alrt::ady a Illunber of things, using light. There is alrt::ady a devict:: which CaIl sture, I 

memory, we ha ve logic circuits. What you need is not only amplification, you need reshaping of 

!.he signal, o!.herwise it gets less and less reliable. It's now !.he task of physicists to develop those 

possibilities and lUlderstand they have good chances of achieving them. So arOlUld 20 15, when 

the femtosecond is reached they should be far enough along to say forget electronics we can do it 

now with light technology. I would say six powers often art:: easily attainablt:: by this dlaIlge. 

Then your real question becomes what does that mean to hlUuans? 

DAVIS 

Precisely. 
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ZEMANEK 

So we don't even have to discuss whether a quantLUll computer is reasonable or not, let the 

physicists try it. That will take some torty years before it really works, so should they start now. 

But let us tum back to the size of memory, the speed ofoperatioll we have discussed already. 

Now first of all we come back to the question of software, we are not using software in a 

reasonablt: sense. Switch Ull yom cumpult::r; what do you see, and what is your requin:ment. You 

first see a lot ofinfOimation which is no infonnation for you, each time they tell you which 

company has done it, a nwuber of nwubers, and of codes and so OIl, which tell you nothing. And 

you don't have to know. Before yOlI get your computer to really work for you, you have to wait 

while they copy in programs. They have not yet realized that they are on the wrong track as far as 

programming is conct:llloo. And you COIllt: to tht: conclusion, which is trut: alrt:ady today, tht: 

computer requires of its user more discipline than it has. You know, yourself, you use 

wlsystematic nanles for your files and you are Wlable to find them again. I can give you hWldreds 

of examples. lf yoll sit YOUfselfbefore the computer, the discipline you personally bring is not 

enough to make proper use of the computer. Now you can generalize to society. Is it really true 

that tht: colliputt:r has in tht:st: fifty yt:ars of t:xistt:IICt: hdpt:d us to improvt: tht: work of 

technology? It has increased the mlll1ber of application fields, yes, but in any single one that you 

pick out il has not bt:come t:asier to ust:, because vt:ry rardy is tht:re or improvement of 

adaptation to real hLUl1an needs. That is still missing. 

DAVIS 

Well, let me ask you one fmal question that is an extension of what you just said, and then we can 

lenninale this inlerview which I fOlUld very revealing and I hope that you fOlUld stimulating. The 

question is, as a yOlUlg man who went into the computer field, did you ever foresee that a half 

century later that the computer would affect everyone's life on earth to the extent that it has, and 

t:vt:n to tht: rt:IIlott:st 1ll0LUItains of Afghanistan? 
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ZEMANEK 

The answer is no. What I did realize, in my very early years, was that the computer is not 

restricted to computing. For me, the computer never was a mathematical machine it was an 

infonnation tecimoiogy machine. 

DAVIS 

Now of course lhat' s the difference between you and me because I always thought of the 

computer as a mathematical machine. 

ZEMANEK 

Well, I can even prove it to you. [Laughter]. You know what the first text was we moved into the 

computer? 

DAVIS 

Nu, what. 

ZEMANEK 

Wittgenstein's Tractatus l Logico-Phiiosphiclis J. 

DAVIS 

Oh, my goodness. 

ZEMANEK 

The backgroWld to this was the following. I had to study Wittgenstein. You know there is a 

house which he built in Vienna. 
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DAVIS 

Yes, I've m:vt:r seen it; he was a bit of an architect. 

ZEMANEK 

Yes hI:: was a bit UraII architect. Wittgenstt:iu as YOli know, was a colleague ufmi.:m::, Hut in 

philosophy, he was educated as an engineer. 

DAVIS 

Yes, he had a job in Manchester, England, as a -

ZEMANEK 

His start was in engineering. In VieIUla, I'm not really sure but in Chariottenburg, in Berlin. and 

then in England, and what he studied was engineering, generally speaking. His language was not 

the language of a programmer, that didn't exist yet, and it's even not the language of a 

philosopher. My idea was to put tt::xt into this COIIlputcr and thai makt: vocabulary n::piact:mt:nts 

to adapt it to the language of the programmer and to the language ofthe philosopher. And to my 

big disappointment, we tound out lhal this carUlot be donI:: because no single word appears often 

enough that its replacement would have any effect. But I did something else, I applied the 

Tractatus to the Vienna street car system, starting with the sentence, "The Vienna street car 

system is evt:rythi.llg that is the cast:". And can you illlaglllt: how this looks. What tUl1It:d out was 

absolute nonsense text, but it displayed the methodology. Inilllediately when I told one of my 

proiessors about it, he was a professor for photography and cinematography; he said this is, 

what's the Jewish system? 

DAVIS 
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Tht: word in kwish? 

ZEMANEK 

No, actually he called this Jewish, 

DAVIS 

Oh, I'm not sure what you mean. 

ZEMANEK 

You have the holy script in Jewish, but then you have the -

DAVIS 

Commentaries? -

ZEMANEK 

Yeah, he said this is tht: mdhod of the l:OIllInentaries. 

DAVIS 

I see, I see. 

ZEMANEK 

And probably, I am not a specialist, I cannot judge it, but probably he was right in this. 

DAVIS 

Okay, thank you very much Professor Zemanek, it was a great pleasure for me. 
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